BLiSS Trail
Information on artists and installations
TRAIL SECTION 1 – STRATHYRE
1.‘Sloc nan Sìtheanach’ by Ruairidh Moir
Commissioned by Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park for Scenic Routes
Location: Lubnaig Beag, south car park, Strathyre, A84

Sloc nan Sìtheanach was developed through the first pilot round of the Scottish Scenic
Routes Initiative – a Scottish Government scheme designed to punctuate and enhance our
tourism highways with architectural features. To nurture fledgling talent, project proposals
were invited from young architects, designers and landscape architects for an open
competition.
Ruairidh Moir’s vision - of a tranquil viewing spot and resting place which offers shelter and
invites visitors to stop and take time to appreciate the marvellous, far-reaching views offered
by this special location overlooking Loch Lubnaig - was the winning submission.
Ruairidh, from Tolsta on the Isle of Lewis, graduated from the University of Strathclyde
School of Architecture in 2013, completing further studies and gaining practical experience
during an academic exchange to Barcelona. He now teaches at the 2nd Year Design Studio
of University of Strathclyde School of Architecture and is a member of the Council of RIAS,
through which he contributes to articles and publications. He also develops projects through
his new venture – his BARD architectural practice.

Ruairidh says: “The first pilot round of the Scottish Scenic Routes initiative was launched at
a definite moment of my education, arriving literally two days after completing my studies at
the University of Strathclyde School of Architecture. The project ultimately propelled me
through my final professional qualifications, allowing me to become a registered Architect so
Sloc nan Sìtheanach was my main springboard into the world of architectural practice.”
“Following Sloc nan Sìtheanach, I entered the further two rounds of the Scottish Scenic
Routes competitions - for sites at Corgarff and Glenshee respectively - and was very
fortunate to be shortlisted both times, gaining a high commendation at Corgarff. These
schemes, whilst looking radically different, share common threads. The arrangements of
elements to choreograph a layering of external spatial experiences whilst at the same time
rooting themselves in the cultural context of their locations.
“The competition successes I have had have been excellent exercises to test ideas. This has
led to the creation of a fledgling architecture practice named BARD, which stands for
Bailtean, Ailteireachd's Rum Danach (Townships, Architecture and the Room of Poetics) –
an acronym for the manifesto for the practice's activities.
“From the early days of life after architecture school, Sloc nan Sitheanach is a special part of
the journey which has cemented a steadfast anchor for producing architecture.”
For further details of how Ruairidh created Sloc nan Sìtheanach, visit:
http://www.robroycountry.com/year-of-innovation-architecture-and-design-2016/134-marchiad2016-constructing-sloc-nan-sitheanach.html
For details of Ruairidh’s’ work at BARD, visit www.bardscot.co.nf/
2. ‘Ride Out Seats’ designed by Jeremy Cunningham (galvanised steel and oak)
Commissioned by Sustrans - Cycle Routes Scotland
Location: The Broch Café, Strathyre, A84

The Ride Out Seats were commissioned to recognise 25 years’ service by Derek Mullins to
the volunteer programme at Sustrans - the UK charity which enables people to travel by foot,
bike or public transport and to choose healthier, more environmentally-friendly, and cheaper
journeys.
Sustrans was originally based in Glasgow where Derek, together with Tony Grant and Jack
Hunt, helped foster the development and maintenance of the network of traffic-free routes
west of Glasgow. Later, out of Sustrans offices in Edinburgh - working with Tony Grant and
John Lauder - his role covered all parts of Scotland.

As so much of Derek’s volunteer work has entailed riding out and encouraging volunteers
around Scotland, it was appropriate to base the design of this commemorative piece on a
cluster of bicycles. Reflecting the fact that Derek would not want anything too grand to mark
his huge contribution, some simple seats set in a place where they might be used regularly
by adults and children seemed a fitting tribute.
The Ride Out Seats are outside The Broch Café, a bike-friendly location in Strathyre – just a
two-minute cycle from an entrance to Sustrans Cycle Route 7 on the Rob Roy Way.
Much of Jeremy’s work is focused on urban renewal and environmental improvement, and
clients over the years have included Nixdorf-Siemens Computers, Sustrans, the Grizedale
Society, Batley Rugby Club and a number of local authorities. A past winner of the McGrigorDonald Sculpture Prize at the Royal Scottish Academy, his designs have attracted funding
from organisations like the Scottish and English Arts Councils, and the Henry Moore
Foundation. Recently he designed and built a public square to mark the birthplace of the
sculptor Henry Moore. Jeremy’s design for The Ride Out Seats was constructed by
Blacksmith Jim Whitson of Blazing Saddles. Jeremy and Jim have collaborated on many
projects and are also neighbours in Peebles.
Jeremy Cunningham 01721 730390 / Jim Whitson www.blazingblacksmith.co.uk

3. ‘A Soaring Eagle’ by Iain Chalmers (carved wood)
Commissioned by Stirling Council
Location: Broch Recreation Area, Queen Elizabeth Forest Park, Strathyre A84

Based near the village of Culbokie on the Black Isle in the Scottish Highlands,
Iain Chalmers has been sculpting wood with a chainsaw for over eight years.
He is now known throughout the UK and beyond for his creations, which
range from small squirrel carvings to 16ft wizards and custom-designed
benches and signs.
Iain says: “What started out as a bet with a forestry student as to who could
carve the best mushroom, has now grown into a full-time job for me. I feel like
the luckiest guy in the world as so few people can earn a living doing what
they love.
“I started my working life as a chef, which I loved, but after five years of
unsociable hours I decided it was time for a change. I was offered a job in
forestry, which I gratefully accepted, never thinking it would turn into a career.
I spent eight years felling commercially until hand-cutting gradually
disappeared with the onset of the timber harvesters. I turned to growing
Xmas trees, looking after around five million of them!
“It was around this time that I started carving as a hobby, mainly in the evenings and at
weekends, until it came to the point where I couldn’t keep up with the orders anymore. So I
decided to take the chance and try carving full-time - and I haven’t looked back since.
“What I love about carving is that as long as you can fit it into a log, then there is no end to
what can be created. From birds, animals and wildlife to people, abstracts even vehicles, the
possibilities are endless, and I love a challenge!

A Soaring Eagle is one of a number of Iain’s wood carvings commissioned by Stirling
Council.
For more information on Chainsaw Creations by Iain Chalmers, visit
www.chainsawcreations.co.uk

4. ‘Hunting Owl’ and ‘Feeding Time’ by Heather Gray (steel)
Location: Airlie House Bed and Breakfast, Main Street, Strathyre, A84

Sculptor Heather Gray trained in Edinburgh at what is now Edinburgh College. Her work is
highly-regarded and mainly produced on a commission-only basis; each one is unique. Her
sculptures are on display at Hopetoun House Garden Centre’s Art in the Gardens exhibition
and in businesses in South Queensferry and Edinburgh.
Heather had always produced excellent artwork but discovered her love for working with
metals later in life. At the age of forty she developed an interest in steel sculpture, which has
became her passion and full-time activity.
Born in Edinburgh, Heather now lives in South Queensferry where she was previously
Deputy Head of the local primary school.
Prices for Heather’s work are negotiable and payment schemes and vouchers are available
to make it affordable for all. Heather likes to engage with every individual customer to ensure
each receives a piece of art that is perfect for them, and she loves to be given a challenge.
For further information on Heather’s sculpture commissions and ‘Brazing Hussy’ business,
visit www.brazinghussy.com .

TRAIL SECTION 2 – BALQUHIDDER AND BALQUHIDDER STATION
5. ‘Grooming Stag’ by June McEwan (willow wicker)
Location: Balquhidder Village Hall, Balquhidder

June McEwan - an art practitioner, professional artist, tutor, lecturer, mural painter, historic
recreator, willow sculptor, environmental and traditional skills promoter – graduated from
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art, Dundee , where she studied painting. A selfemployed artist for almost thirty years, she has exhibited throughout Scotland and also
diversified into fields including mural painting, heraldry, organising residential art weekends,
teaching classes for adults and children.
Originally from Dundee and now living in Crieff, June’s adopted home town and its
surrounding landscape is a constant inspiration in her work. Having wanted to be an artist
since she was very young, she says “I feel extremely lucky to be able to do what I love. Not
only have I been able to make a living with my art, but I get to live in this beautiful part of
Scotland.”
June is a respected community artist who has worked in a diverse range of national and
regional projects and is often involved in community artistic activities. Since settling in Crieff,
she has worked in most of the schools in Perth & Kinross and has excelled at community
and environmental arts projects and workshops – her ethos being that you don’t have to be
‘good at art’ to participate in and benefit from creative expressions. Commenting on her use
of willow wicker as a medium, June says: “When I was approached by Gardening Scotland
to make two seven-foot golfers from willow, I thought why not? This led to me making
another 12 golfers when the Ryder Cup came to Gleneagles and a ‘willow golfer trail’ was
created around Perthshire. Now I find that willow has become the biggest part of my artistic
life and I have added a new string to my bow by setting up Willow Works at a unit in an
industrial estate near Perth.”
June’s ‘Grooming Stag’ is outside the Balquhidder Village Hall, a great venue for social
gatherings, community events and activities including ygoga, Pilates, and arts and crafts
classes. ‘Grooming Stag’ is one of two pieces by June in the BLiSS arts trail; the other is
‘Dragon Bike’.
For more information on June’s work, visit www.junemcewan.biz

6. ‘The Lookout’ by Angus Ritchie and Daniel Tyler (wood and mirror)
Commissioned by Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park for Scenic Routest
Location: Between Loch Voil and Doine, near Monachyle Mhor, Balquhidder

Angus Ritchie and Daniel Tyler both graduated in 2014 as Masters of Architecture in
Advanced Architectural Design having studied at the University of Strathclyde. As part of
their degree course, they took part in exchange scholarships – Angus with the Bauhaus
Universität, Weimar and Daniel with the Czech Technical University, Prague. In 2014 Angus
joined NORD as a Part II architectural assistant and currently works at McGinley Bell
Architects, whilst Daniel joined Page \ Park Architects as a Part II architectural assistant.
Angus and Daniel designed and built ‘The Lookout’ as part of their final year thesis project,
in conjunction with Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park. It provides a space of
contemplation framing views of Loch Doine and Loch Voil whilst disappearing into the
backdrop of the surrounding glen.
The project was awarded a GIA Final Year Parchment Special Award, received a
commendation in the GIA Design Awards, was exhibited at the Royal Scottish Academy
“New Contemporaries 2015″ and was nominated for the RIBA Silver Medal.
Following on from the success of ‘The Lookout’ project and their final year of study Daniel
and Angus formed Processcraft, an architectural design studio, based around the idea of
learning by doing.
Recounting how ‘The Lookout’ was created, Angus and Daniel say: “During our final year of
architectural studies we grew tired of drawn projects that inevitably focus on the theory of
design rather than the processes of building. So we set out to realise a built project to better
understand the complexity that construction brings to a project and perhaps better prepare
us for professional practice.
“We were fortunate that as we attempted this, the Scottish Scenic Routes pilot project was
also getting underway. Based on an existing Norwegian programme, the Scottish Scenic
Routes scheme is designed to encourage people to stop and view the Scottish landscape
through architectural installations. The initiative seeks to promote young designers and as
such a dialogue was started with our University, through which funding was offered to
promote its project.

“Through this engagement with the Scottish Scenic Routes, Loch Lomond & Trossachs
National Park became our client and we were given the challenge of designing, building and
delivering an installation to promote the stunning views of the Park within a budget of
£5,000. ‘A room with a view’ concept evolved into a design that framed three vistas allowing
a person to sit or stand whilst enclosed in a reflective stainless steel structure. To reflect the
budget constraints, we distilled this concept into a single ‘Lookout’ that framed the three
views within a single form.
“We developed and articulated a geometry of standard sheet material dimensions to help
keep the project within our small budget. A 2440mm cube was the basis of the form
development, with voids introduced to frame space or guide views. We then developed a
series of technical studies where we modelled prototype aspects of the construction such as
a variety of recessed edge details, seat fixing and cladding methods. This formed an iterative
process of discussion with material suppliers; giving us a better understanding of the
materials we were working with and how best to use them.
“To bolster our budget we collaborated with local companies; the MAKLab in Glasgow
offered us workshop space and machine time in their new fabrication studio and Russwood
provided us with the thermally modified hardwood for cladding the seats. Having established
our list of suppliers, addressed all of the client issues, completed our production drawings
and defined our construction programme we began building our structure within the
MAKlab’s fabrication studio. Over the course of 21 long days (and nights) The Lookout was
built and subsequently transported to site.
“Having only visualised The Lookout through static representations, our experience in
person was completely different. Blurry reflections in the steel shift as the user meanders
towards cube, focussing only as he or she edges closer. As you pause and sit, you become
overwhelmed by the warmth and smell of the timber enclosure only to then recognise the
sound of distant waterfalls and fleeting birds captured and amplified by the positioning of the
seats.
“The Lookout hopefully illustrates our belief that physically modelling and testing design
ideas, closer engagement with both the client and suppliers, and self-building a project
results in a more holistic and creative architectural response.”
For more details on Angus Ritchie and Daniel Tyler’s Processcraft projects, visit:
www.processcraft.co.uk/

7. ‘Sunflowers’ by Kev Paxton / ArtFe (steel, four meters high)
Location: The Golden Larches Restaurant and Café With Rooms, Balquhidder Station A84

Kev Paxton, who first became an apprentice blacksmith in 1989, found forging metal came
as second nature to him and, he says, that from the very first moment he stepped inside a
Smiddy, it felt like home.
Having mastered his trade over a period of 10 years, Kev set up his own business, K Paxton
Blacksmith in 1999. Very quickly his skills evolved into an artisan craft and his sculpture
business, ArtFe, began to take shape.
Using centuries-old blacksmithing techniques, ArtFe creates beautiful bespoke sculptures for
private buyers, commercial businesses and, more recently, public commissions like the
towering thistles that stand proudly near the entrance to Edinburgh Airport.
The sculptures are primarily made from mild steel, though occasionally other mediums such
as recycled plough metal, wood and glass are incorporated. Modern techniques like
galvanising and acid washing create individual and enduring finishes.
Kev’s love of nature and the Scottish countryside are evident in his work and whilst his
primary objective is to make us smile, he likes to encourage us to consider our relationship
and place within our natural environment.
The ‘common sunflower is a popular, fun plant and whilst Kev's 4m high steel versions could
certainly not be described as common, they certainly look set to be a well-loved feature on
the A84.
For more information on Kev Paxton’s work and ArtFe, visit www.artfe.co.uk

TRAIL SECTION 3 – LOCHEARNHEAD
8. ‘Dragon Bike’ by June McEwan (willow wicker)
Location: Mansewood Country House, Lochearnhead, A84

June McEwan - an art practitioner, professional artist, tutor, lecturer, mural painter, historic
recreator, willow sculptor, environmental and traditional skills promoter – graduated from
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art, Dundee , where she studied painting. A selfemployed artist for almost thirty years, she has exhibited throughout Scotland and also
diversified into fields including mural painting, heraldry, organising residential art weekends,
teaching classes for adults and children.
Originally from Dundee and now living in Crieff, June’s adopted home town and its
surrounding landscape is a constant inspiration in her work. Having wanted to be an artist
since she was very young, she says “I feel extremely lucky to be able to do what I love. Not
only have I been able to make a living with my art, but I get to live in this beautiful part of
Scotland.”
June is a respected community artist who has worked in a diverse range of national and
regional projects and is often involved in community artistic activities. Since settling in Crieff,
she has worked in most of the schools in Perth & Kinross and has excelled at community
and environmental arts projects and workshops – her ethos being that you don’t have to be
‘good at art’ to participate in and benefit from creative expressions.
Commenting on her use of willow wicker as a medium, June says: “When I was approached
by Gardening Scotland to make two seven-foot golfers from willow, I thought why not? This
led to me making another 12 golfers when the Ryder Cup came to Gleneagles and a ‘willow
golfer trail’ was created around Perthshire. Now I find that willow has become the biggest
part of my artistic life and I have added a new string to my bow by setting up Willow Works at
a unit in an industrial estate near Perth.”
‘Dragon Bike’, which is outside The Mansewood Country House - a popular place for
motorbiking holidaymakers to stay - is one of two pieces by June in the BLiSS arts trail; the
other is ‘Grooming Stag’ is outside the Balquhidder Village Hall (see above, Trail Section 2,
installation no. 5).
For more information on June’s work, visit www.junemcewan.biz

9. ‘Bill The Bull’ by Kev Paxton / ArtFe

(steel)

Location: The Lochearnhead Hotel, Lochearnhead A85

Kev Paxton, who first became an apprentice blacksmith in 1989, found forging metal came
as second nature to him and, he says, that from the very first moment he stepped inside a
Smiddy, it felt like home. Having mastered his trade over a period of 10 years, Kev set up his
own business, K Paxton Blacksmith in 1999. Very quickly his skills evolved into an artisan
craft and his sculpture business, ArtFe, began to take shape.
Using centuries-old blacksmithing techniques, ArtFe creates beautiful bespoke sculptures for
private buyers, commercial businesses and, more recently, public commissions like the
towering thistles that stand proudly near the entrance to Edinburgh Airport.
The sculptures are primarily made from mild steel, though occasionally other mediums such
as recycled plough metal, wood and glass are incorporated. Modern techniques like
galvanising and acid washing create individual and enduring finishes.
Kev’s love of nature and the Scottish countryside are evident in his work and whilst his
primary objective is to make us smile, he likes to encourage us to consider our relationship
and place within our natural environment.
Kev is an avid supporter of The Ripple Retreat - a charity project, established by volunteer
fundraiser Lynne McNicoll OBE, which will create a purpose-designed holiday home on Loch
Venacher for young cancer patients and their families. In addition to using Bill The Bull to
help raise money (his multicolour coat was lovingly painted by children who paid for the
honour), Kev will be creating a special sculpture for the architecturally stunning new retreat –
crafting a special artwork to decorate and enhance its garden whilst raising a smile.
The BLS (Balquhidder, Lochearnhead, Strathyre) community is also supporting The Ripple
Retreat by donating part of the money raised at its annual charity football match - which sees
married men and women competing with a team of singles for the annual trophy. The match
takes place on 24 July, the day after The BLS Highland Games in Lochearnhead.
For details on The Ripple Retreat, visit http://www.itsgood2give.co.uk/the-ripple-retreat/
For more information on Kev Paxton’s work and ArtFe, visit www.artfe.co.uk

10. Contemporary Art Project – HND students at Perth College, University of
The Highlands and Islands (UHI)
Location: Lochside Cottages garden on Loch Earn, Lochearnhead, A85

This part of the BLiSS trail - a contemporary art project by Perth College, University of The
Highlands and Islands (UHI) students - will be developed in Autumn 2016.
In March, third-year HND Contemporary Art Practice students visited the section of the trail
at Lochside Cottages garden, on the banks of Loch Earn in Lochearnhead, for discussions
with LETi tourism business members. Based on their brief, the students – guided by their
tutors Yunior Aguiar Perdomo and Simon Reekie are now working on their ideas for
installations and will pitch proposals for these in September.
For the project – which will culminate in the students’ bespoke artworks inhabiting the site
and forming a cultural and ecological landmark – each of them will have to generate a close
relationship with the site and its natural and manmade elements. Their individual approach
will vary depending on their personality and way of connecting the creative process with a
place full of natural life.
The initiative is designed to offer the HND students the opportunity – by completing a public
realm project - to progress to study for a new degree. The quality of the public realm (defined
as any publicly-owned streets, pathways, right of ways, parks, publicly-accessible open
spaces, and public and civic building and facilities) plays a vital role in creating environments
that people want to live and work in. Artists are increasingly being asked to develop projects
which enhance the public realm, with their work evolving from more traditional gallery, sitespecific and public art practices, to more emerging and relational practices.
For more information on the Contemporary Art Practice course at Perth College, UHI, visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/en/courses/hnd-contemporary-art-practice

11. ‘Fraser Briar’ by Kev Paxton / ArtFe

(steel)

Location: Briar Cottages garden on Loch Earn, Lochearnhead, A85

When Kev Paxton met LETi Chair Kim Proven to discuss the BLiSS trail, he let her and
husband Fraser into a secret over a coffee at Briar Cottages. He had visualised a stag put
together with individually created steel flowers and a thistle for the chest. He could not wait
to start. It would become one of his pieces for The Royal Highland Show in June. Following
the meeting, Kev was motivated to work day and night to complete his vision. Kim and
Fraser were updated with regular photographs of the progress. “Kev Paxton is very
passionate about his work. He has a tremendous sense of fun and loves to imagine people
responding to his work with a smile. I refer to him as a man who works in steel with a heart
of gold” says Kim.
Kev likes to name his work after someone that means something to him, a character. Having
met a kindred fun spirit in Fraser he had already decided to use his Scottish name. Following
a conversation with Kim, he liked the idea of “Briar” given its definition as “a thorny bush”
and thus Fraser Briar was born and named.
There is a surprise element to Fraser Briar. If you search his flowery body, you will discover
that he is harbouring delightful metal treasures, like a mouse with cheese and a humming
bird.
NB: Kev’s work will leave the BLiSS trail to be displayed at the Royal Highland Show in June
and return after a five day break.
For more information on Kev Paxton’s work and ArtFe, visit www.artfe.co.uk

TRAIL SECTION 4 – ST FILLANS
12. ‘STILL’ by Rob Mulholland (mirrored stainless steel)
Commissioned by Andrew Low, The Four Seasons Hotel, St Fillans
Location: By the jetty of The Four Seasons Hotel on Loch Earn, St Fillans, A85.

Sculptor and environmental artist Rob Mulholland was born in Glasgow and graduated from
Edinburgh College of Art in 1986. He exhibits throughout the UK and worldwide and
undertakes both public and private commissions.
His current series of mirrored stainless steel sculptures and installations absorb their
environment and reflect the constant flux of movement day by day. This relationship with
nature is further explored in Mulholland's series of de-constructivist sculptures, such as
‘Skytower’ and ‘Random Act of De-constructivism’, in which the natural forces of wind and
gravity appear to re-shape the structural forms.
Rob says: “My practise aims to explore all aspects of life. I'm interested in the theme of
ancestry and continuity. Our world is in constant flux and our own personal lives are shaped
by political and social powers beyond our control. I want to celebrate the individual, explore
the resonance we have with the natural environment and convey how we are affected by the
elemental forces of life and creation.”
Situated in the water by the slipway of The Four Seasons Hotel at St Fillans, ‘STILL’ stops
the traffic and delights passers-by – and has been photographed extensively in many
seasonal moods by both amateurs and professionals.
For more information on Rob Mulholland’s work, visit: www.robmulholland.co.uk

13. ‘Fish Out Of Water’ by Lynne Schroder (galvanised copper)
Location: Achray House Hotel garden on Loch Earn, St Fillans A85

Lynne, who is from Callander, is a community-based artist who creates quirky copper
sculptures inspired by her surroundings, and in particular the rivers and mountains of the
area and region.
Lynne is a Director of the ‘Creative in Callander’ shop in the town’s main street and is
involved in the SummerFest Arts Festival and all things creative.
Her ‘Fish out of Water’ sculpture was created for the 3 Harbours Arts Festival, which takes
place annually in Cockenzie, Prestonpans and Port Seton. A celebration of the water, it is
an impressive piece of galvanised metal transformed into the shape of a ‘fortune-telling miracle
fish’ - the ones that you place on the palm of your hand to uncover your personality type.
For more information on Lynne Schroder’s work, visit
www.facebook.com/LynneSchroderArtist

Loch Earn Tourism Information (LETi)
www.robroycountry.com/blisstrail
Twitter: @robroycountry

